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:-) Thoughts from Byron…(Byreeeeene) 

 

 

One God? 

 

So, does that mean Christians, Muslims, Jewish, 

KRSNA…is all one? Yes, that’s what ONEGOD 

means… 

 

So why the confusion…because, possibly the social 

dynamics of how human rituals have reflected off 

of a pure belief over the centuries has created 

dynamics between global faiths and local 

faiths…with the internet and space cameras this 

“division” is washing over? Inevitable… 
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So how does a “ONEGOD” thinker navigate 

through the mostly unawareness of the true space 

camera reality social encounters at a church or 

office…?  

 

Knowing that there is always division (because 

without division there is no unity (dualism?), how 

do we “roll” with our ONEGOD peacefully…? 

1st Corinthians 11:17 

 

Keep it real about needing your space to be, and 

defend your faith (or just being you) with a 

peaceful way…that way, we can co-exist easier…in 

an office, airspace or church this is necessary… 

 

Peter 3:15 and Mark 5:40…defend your faith, and 

if they won’t stop scoffing and trippin’…show em’ 

that door peacefully as possible…with love the 

aim… 
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Where is the sense of humor? We need that…that 

reaches us… 

 

Leaders get bombarded with people and 

information, so give them space…they have their 

gigs… 

 

Oh and a quick note to the B gamers who have a 

heart to listen…much love…the twin miracle is 

actually GOD saying…onelove…and to stay out of 

trouble…(yeah..yeah..we know…cash rules…but 

stay out of trouble y’all “any means necessary” 

folks…being detained ain’t fun…God bless those on 

lock or struggling)… my brother gets that…and so 

do his brothaz, even though they “test the waters” 

and “have their say” n all that…at the end of the 

day…”ain’t nothin’ ta F with” is my team 

too…Killah Beez on that swarm…ha..ha………. 
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that’s for life B…(we like all that “Peace B” and 

“cool B” stuff…that’s the love folks)….and the 

leaders in Rap who have a heart about it…the rest 

is just denial and evil when you really get clear 

about it…so be careful…don’t let it create a snare 

of trouble in your life…ONELOVE…peace.. 

 

Negative or needy folks can drain the life out of 

someone, so don’t let it take the life from you…let 

people be, but don’t hesitate to plant a seed of 

hope, without it destroying your own… 

 

Social dynamics in church pushes people away 

from the word, and especially when a leader 

cannot properly communicate the love that is 

necessary to create an environment of inclusion… 

 

Don’t engage the confusion…because peace is an 

absence of confusion…travel in harmony… 
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If they knew that all of us are part of the space 

camera reality that includes all kinds of faiths, at 

every moment of the day…the world leaders 

would be preaching one religion? Or something 

like that…LOVE, the Heart…Compassion? 

 

Prioritize and time budget…cash rules stuff…take 

care…rest..poop food…exercise etc… 

 

So if we are all GOD’s children…are both the 2 

billion Muslims and 2 Billion Christians cool? 

ONEGOD people says yes…! That’s the goods… 

UNIFICATION PRINCIPLE…ONEGOD…the rest is 

gravy… 
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PEACEPEACEPEACEPEACEPEACEPEACEPEACEPEACE 

Through music, art, education…friendship…that’s 

what’s up… 

 

 

 


